Abstract-Regression test selection (i.e., selecting a subset of a given regression test suite) is a problem that has been studied intensely over the last decade. However, with the increasing popularity of developer tests as the driver of the test process, more fine-grained solutions are in order. In this paper we investigate how method-level changes in the base-code can serve as a reliable indicator for identifying which tests need to be rerun. We validate the approach on two cases -PMD and CruiseControl -using mutation testing as a means to compare the selected subset against a "retest all" approach. Our results show that we are able to reach a sizable reduction of the complete test suite, yet with a comparable number of mutants killed by the reduced test suite.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of agile processes and their emphasis on test-driven development, developer testing has been gaining popularity [1] . Developer tests are codified unit or integration tests written by developers, aiming to verify quickly whether changes to the system break previous functionality [2] . From a software engineering point of view, this is certainly beneficial as it is likely to lead to higher quality software. Yet, the very popularity of developer testing, is also what could signal its downfall. In particular, if we look at recent observations, we see that in 2005 Microsoft reports that 79% of developers use unit tests [3] . Others report that the code for developer tests is sometimes larger than the application code under test [4] , [5] , [6] . Knowing about the popularity of developer testing and the sheer size of resulting test suites, we are worried about the effectiveness of developer testing. When we look at the best practice of testing both early and often [7] , we are particularly concerned with the observation of Runeson, who reports that some unit test suites take hours to run [8] .
Our concern stems from the observation that when developer tests take too long to run, developers are less inclined to run them after each and every change. This is a genuine concern, as confirmed in previous case studies, where we witnessed that not all software projects uphold graceful co-evolution between production code and test code [5] . This effectively means that the software is vulnerable for extended periods of time as the production code evolves, but the test code does not follow (immediately). In this context, Moonen et al. have shown that even while refactorings are behaviour preserving they potentially invalidate tests [9] . In the same vein, Elbaum et al. concluded that even minor changes in production code can significantly affect test coverage [10] .
We deduce that with today's agile development practices, it remains a challenge to capitalize on developer tests in rapid feedback cycles. Consequently, we set-out to reexamine so-called test selection techniques; i.e. techniques that "determine which test-cases need to be re-executed [. . . ] in order to verify the behavior of modified software" [11] . While test selection was studied intensely in the context of regression tests, it has seldom been studied in the area of developer tests. This leads us to the overall goal of our investigation:
How can method-level changes in the base-code serve as a reliable indicator for identifying which developer tests need to be rerun?
Given that test selection has been an active field of research in the past, we address the main research question via previously established criteria (e.g., [12] , [13] ) and derive the following subsidiary research questions. RQ1 What is the size reduction of the unit test suite in the face of a particular change operation? Our reasoning is that a "retest-all" possibly takes several hours, so reducing the test set will likely lead to more testing and quicker feedback cycles.
RQ2 What is the precision and recall of our approach?
Given that we reduce the test set, we are interested in knowing the number of tests in the subset that were added unnecessarily, and the ones that were omitted erroneously. A perfectly safe selection technique has 100% recall (i.e. all of the relevant tests in the complete test suite were included in the subset) perhaps at the cost of precision (i.e., some irrelevant tests were also included). In the context of developer tests however, a safe selection technique is excessive because the complete test suite will likely be executed as part of the build anyway. Hence, we strive for an adequate subset [14] .
RQ3 How many mutants does the reduced test suite kill?
A mutant is a transformation of the original base code that introduces a defect; a test which reveals the corresponding defect is said to "kill" the mutant. If the number of mutants killed by a subset is comparable to the "retest all" approach, it increases the confidence in the fault detection ability of the reduced test suite. To answer these research questions, we implemented a proof of concept prototype named ChEOPSJ, an Eclipse plugin which extracts the changes from a version control system and captures them made in the main editor while the developer is programming [15] . We applied the prototype on two distinct cases -PMD and CruiseControl-to verify the feasibility of the approach and assess against the aforementioned criteria.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we describe both the change model and the test selection algorithm and how all this is implemented in ChEOPSJ (Section II). Next, we discuss the experimental set-up in Section III. We proceed with an analysis of the results in terms of the trade-off between the costs of selecting and executing test cases versus the need to achieve sufficient detection ability (Section IV). We end the paper with a discussion of the results and the threats to validity (Section V), a summary of related work (Section VI), and wrap up with the conclusions (Section VII).
II. CHANGE REIFICATION IN CHEOPSJ
Robbes and Lanza argue that to obtain more accurate information about the evolution of a program, changes should be considered as first-class entities, i.e. entities that can be referenced, queried and passed along in a program [16] . First-class change entities, modeled as objects in Robbes' and Lanza's approach, represent the behavior of the different kinds of changes required for a program (for example to add, remove, and modify classes) [17] .
In recent years several researchers have built upon that idea and have created tools that analyze change objects. The approaches by Robbes et al. in the Spyware tool [18] and later by Hattori et al. in the Syde tool [19] model changes as operations on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). These changes act upon program entities, such as packages, classes, methods and attributes. The approach made by Ebraert et al. also includes dependencies between changes [17] . We chose to expand upon the approach by Ebreart et al., because we are particularly interested in analyzing dependencies in order to determine which tests are relevant for a set of applied changes. Where Ebraert et al. made creative use of Smalltalk's internal change list, we have implemented a Java version of his model in Eclipse.
The change model is shown in Figure 1 . We define a Change as an object representing an action that changes a software system. In our model we define three kinds of Atomic Changes: Add, Modify and Remove. These changes act upon a Subject and respectively represent three actions: adding a subject, modifying a subject or removing a subject. For the subjects we can use any model of the software system. We chose to use the FAMIX model as defined in [20] . This is a model to which most classbased object oriented programming languages adhere and it contains entities representing, packages, classes, methods and attributes, as well as more fine grained entities such as method invocations, variable accesses and inheritance relationships. In our model we also define the change dependencies. For this we rely again upon the FAMIX model, which imposes a number of invariants to which each FAMIX model must adhere. For instance there is an invariant that states that each method needs to be added to a class. This means that there is a precondition for the change that adds a method m to a class c: There should exist a change that adds the class c and there is no change that removes the class c. Using these preconditions we can define dependencies between changes. A change object c 1 is said to depend on another change object c 2 if the application of c 1 without c 2 would violate the system invariants.
Add

A. Test selection algorithm
We aim to use this dependency information for test selection purposes. In particular, in our test selection algorithm, we make use of two particular kinds of dependencies:
• A change c 1 is said to Hierarchically depend on a change c 2 if the subject of c 1 is in a belongsTo relation with the subject of c 2 . This belongsTo relation is defined by the FAMIX model (e.g., a method belongs to a class, a class belongs to a package, etc...).
• A change c 1 is said to Invocationally depend on a change c 2 if c 2 is the change that adds the behavioral entity that is invoked by the subject of c 1 . For instance consider a change c 1 that adds an invocation to a method, which was added by change c 2 , then we say that c 1 invocationally depends on c 2 . The tests written in an XUnit framework are also written in the same programming language as the base code. As such both the changes that act upon the test code as well as the changes that act upon the program code, adhere to the same meta-model. Therefore there exist dependencies between the changes of the test code and the changes of the program code. These dependencies are used to retrieve the tests that are relevant for a particular change (or set of changes).
To calculate a reduced test suit we execute Algorithm 1. In essence this is a variation of the so-called "Retest within Firewall" method [21] , using control flow dependencies on the methods that have been changed to deduce the affected tests. In this algorithm, we iterate all selected changes and map each change to their set of relevant tests. We start by finding the change that adds the method in which the change was performed. We can find this change, by following the chain of hierarchical dependencies and stop at the change that adds a method. In Algorithm 1 this is presented abstractly by a call to the procedure findMethodAdditions. Next we need to find all changes that invocationally depend on this methodAddition. These are the additions of invocations to the method in which the selected change occurred. For each of these changes, we again look for the change that adds the method in which these invocations were added. And thus we find the set of all changes that add a method that invokes the method that contains our selected change. We then iterate these method additions and check whether these changes added a test method. If this was the case we consider this test method as a relevant test for the originally selected change. If on the other hand the added method was not a test method, then we need to find the relevant tests of this method and that set of tests needs to be added to the set of relevant tests for the selected change.
B. ChEOPSJ
In a previous paper we presented our tool, ChEOPSJ 1 (Change and Evolution Oriented Programming Support for Java), which is implemented as a series of Eclipse plugins [15] . The general design is depicted in Figure 2 .
At the center of the tool we have a plugin that contains and maintains the change Model. To create instances of the change model we have two plugins the Logger and Distiller. These two plugins are responsible for populating the change model, respectively by recording changes that happen during the current development session and by recovering previous changes with an analysis of a Subversion repository. The Logger sits in the background of Eclipse and listens to changes made in the main editor during a development session. We have used Eclipse's IElementChangedListener interface to receive notifications from Eclipse whenever a change is made to Eclipse's internal Java Model (either by changes in the textual Java editor or by changes in other views, like the package explorer). Upon this notification ChEOPSJ will leap into action to record the change; the ChangeRecorders will then see what was actually changed. Information about changes up to the level of methods (i.e. additions, removals or modifications of packages, classes, attributes or methods) is contained in the notification. For changes up to statement level (e.g. adding or removing method invocations, local variables or variable accesses) we diff the source code of the changed class before and after the change. To this end ChEOPSJ stores a local copy of the source code before the change.
As the logger does not allow us to analyze real world cases, we also provide a Distiller which implements a change recovery technique. By using SVNKit it iterates through all versions stored in the SVN repository and then looks at the commit message to see what was changed. If a java file was added, an Addition change needs to be instantiated for everything in that file (class, attributes, methods,etc, ...). If a file was removed a Remove change needs to be instantiated for everything in the file. For a modified file we use Fluri et al.'s ChangeDistiller [22] to diff between the unmodified and the modified versions of the file and then translate the changes from ChangeDistiller to the changes in our model. This includes linking the changes with dependencies, which are not present in the model of ChangeDistiller, but which we can derive from the model of the source code.
We can now build other applications on top of ChEOPSJ that use the information contained in the model. One of these is our TestSelection plugin, that implements the test selection algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. The ChangeInspector view, provided by the ChEOPSJ Model plugin allows us to make a selection of changes for which we can then run the algorithm that finds tests that are relevant for those changes.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To address the subsidiary research questions in Section I (in particular RQ2 and RQ3) we first establish precise rules on how we measured the precision, recall and the mutants killed. Next, we also provide the necessary motivation for and the characteristics of the cases under investigation. This should provide sufficient details so that other researchers could replicate our investigation.
A. Dynamic Analysis with AspectJ
To measure the precision and recall of our test selection algorithm, we need to define a baseline of the relevant tests for a certain method-level change. To obtain this base-line we perform a dynamics analysis: we execute the original test suite and note for each class which tests actually invoke a method of this class. Via this baseline we can calculate precision and recall; in Figure 3 we show how the set of tests selected by ChEOPSJ relate to the tests selected by the dynamic analysis. The true positives (T P ) are those tests that are in both the reduced set and the baseline. The tests that were only selected by ChEOPSJ are called the false positives (F P ), whereas the tests only selected with the dynamic analysis are called the false negatives (F N). All tests that were neither selected by ChEOPSJ nor by the dynamic analysis are the true negatives (T N). We can now define precision and recall as follows: Precision: is the rate of true positives versus the number of tests in the reduced test suite. This says how many of the tests selected by ChEOPSJ were also selected by the Dynamic Analysis (i.e., how many of the selected tests are actually relevant?).
P recision = T P T P + F P
Recall: is the rate of true positives versus the number of tests in the set found with the dynamic analysis. This says how many of the tests selected with the dynamic analysis were also selected by ChEOPSJ (i.e., how many of the relevant tests were also selected?).
Recall = T P T P + F N
To do the dynamic analysis we wrote a simple aspect in AspectJ 2 More specifically we wrote an aspect that whenever a test method is executed, we note which test class this method belongs to. Additionally the aspect works upon each method execution within the control flow of the test method's execution. It will then keep track of the class in which this method was and add the corresponding test class to the relevant tests for this class.
B. Mutation Testing with PIT
A recurring issue with testing experiments is the lack of realistic cases containing documented faults. As a substitute, researchers often plant defects into a correct program by applying a so-called mutation operator or mutator [23] . These mutators are chosen based on a fault model and as such are a close approximation of typical defects occurring in realistic software systems. If a mutation causes a test to fail, the mutation is killed, if a mutation can be introduced without breaking any of the tests, then the mutation survived. The fault detection ability of the test suite can now be gauged by the percentage of mutations that were killed.
PIT (http://pitest.org) is a tool that does byte code based mutation testing. It supports both Ant (http://ant.apache.org) and Maven (http://maven.apache.org) and can thus easily be integrated into the build process of many open source systems. We used the default PIT configuration, which uses seven kinds of mutators, which we briefly explain in Table I . We can run PIT using all tests or using only our reduced test suite and then compare the outcomes. In the one case we let PIT create mutations in the entire code base, in the other case we tell PIT to create mutations only on one particular class. For all changes in this class we can determine what the relevant tests are and can then see how many of the mutations are found when only running this subset of tests.
C. Case Selection
We selected two cases -PMD and Cruisecontrolon which to run our evaluations. Our main research question is essentially a feasibility study, hence we chose the cases mainly on the basis of convenience. Both of these are open-source Java projects, which can be accessed through a Subversion repository. They both come with a .project file for Eclipse, making it easy to run our Eclipse plugin to instantiate the changes necessary for running our test selection algorithm. They can also be built via the command line through either Ant or Maven, which allows us to easily add the commands to the build files to run the PIT mutation tester.
The sizes of these projects in terms of number of lines of code and number of classes for both the source code and the test code as well as the revision that was analyzed are shown in table II.
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Given the description of the conceptual tool prototype (Section II) and the motivation for the selected cases (Section III-C), this section analyzes the results of applying the test selection algorithm (Algorithm 1) on the two cases. This analysis is performed on the basis of the criteria listed in the introduction: the test size reduction (Section IV-A), precision and recall (Section IV-B) and the mutants killed (Section IV-C).
A. Test Size Reduction
We measure the test size reduction as the percentage of test classes in the selected subset against the number of test classes in the entire test suite. In most cases the reduced test suite consists of a single unit test. For Cruisecontrol this implies a reduction of 0.34% (1 out of 295 test classes); for PMD this corresponds to 1 out of 215 classes or 0.47%.
The relative reductions in size for the two cases under study are shown in the box plot in Figure 4 . We can see that for Cruisecontrol the minimum and the median are the same, which means that 50% of the test suites are reduced to 0.34% -a single test class. The next 25% (between the median and the 3rd quartile) of reduced test suites were reduced to sizes between 0.34% and 1.0%. The largest reductions vary between 1.0% and 7.5%. For PMD we observe similar reductions. Half of the reduced test suites were reduced to between 0.47% (the minimum) and 0.93% (the median); a quarter was reduced to between 0.93% (the median) and 1.4% (the upper quartile). The most reduced test suites have relative sizes of between 1.4% and 7.0% of the total test suite. In PMD we also found three outliers where the test suite was reduced to 13.5% (29 tests out of 215), 15.3% (33 tests out of 215) and 17.2% (37 tests out of 215).
Since for both PMD and Cruisecontrol, the third quartile lies around 1%, we deduce that in 75% of the cases the test selection algorithm reduces the entire test suite by 99%.
B. Precision and Recall
To count the number of tests in the subset that were added unnecessarily, and the ones that were omitted erroneously we compared the subset identified with the test selection algorithm against a baseline test set identified with a dynamic analysis. As such we gathered results for 236 test sets for Cruisecontrol and 139 test sets for PMD. These results are shown in the box plots in Figure 5 Half of the test sets in Cruisecontrol get an ideal precision of 1, as both the median and the maximum are located at 1. The next 25% of the test sets have a precision between 0.84 (the lower quartile) and 1 (the median) and the final 25% have a precision that varies between 0 (the minimum) and 0.84 (the lower quartile). Overall we have an average precision of 0.87, which implies that on average, 13% of the test are added unnecessarily by our test selection algorithm.
The recall performs a bit worse. Again, the first half of the reduced test sets obtain a perfect recall of 1. However 25% of the reduced test sets score between 0.5 (the lower quartile) and 1 (the median); the rest of the test sets get a recall between 0 and 0.5. On average we have a recall value of 0.77, which implies that on average 23% of the relevant tests were omitted erroneously by our algorithm.
In the case of PMD, the precision and recall values are significantly lower. Again we see that in half of the test sets we get an ideal precision of 1. A quarter of the test sets have precision values between 0.67 (the lower quartile) and 1 (the median) and the rest of the test sets have a precision lower than 0.67 with 0 being the smallest precision. On average the precision is 0.83, which is comparable to the precision of Cruisecontrol. The recall on the other hand is significantly worse. Only a quarter of the test sets have an ideal recall of 1; the second quarter of test sets have recall of between 0.56 (the median) and 1 (the upper quartile); the final half of the test sets have a recall lower than 0.56 (the median). On average there is a recall value of 0.58, which implies that almost half of the relevant tests were omitted erroneously by our test selection algorithm.
C. Mutants Killed
To assess the fault detection ability of the reduced test suite, we compare the number of mutants killed against the ones that are killed by the complete test suite. When the reduced test set kills the same number of mutants, it is as good at exposing defects as the retest-all approach. When more mutants survive, the detection ability of the reduced test suite is worse, however the confidence one might have in the results depends on the percentage of how many more mutants survive. Table III shows the initial results: for Cruisecontrol in 88% of the investigated test suites (155 out of 176) both test suites kill the same number of mutants. In the case of PMD, this number drops to 50% (71 out of 141). Consequently, for a number of reduced test sets, fewer mutants were killed: 12% (21 of 176) for CruiseControl; 50% (71 out of 141) for PMD.
Despite fewer mutants being killed, the confidence one might have in the reduced test set is still acceptable as may be deduced from Figures 6 and 7 . The horizontal axis shows how many mutants were introduced in total in the inspected class; the vertical axis shows how many more mutants survived relative to the total number of mutants introduced. For instance point A in Figure 6, The second line is the ten-mutant line, which indicates the percentages of ten mutants in the total number of mutants. All points above this line indicate that in those cases the reduced test suite killed more than ten mutants less. In the case of Cruisecontrol there are only two such points: A and B, which respectively have 14 out of 36 and 43 out of 138 more surviving mutants.
These lines also put the higher percentages in perspective. For instance point C in Figure 6 misses all (100%) of the mutants that were killed with the retest-all; however out of a total of only two introduced mutants.
In the case of PMD many more classes lie above the tenmutant line. This indicates a lot more tests were missing from the reduced test suites, which was also evident from the lower recall values. Nonetheless many points also lie below the three-mutant line representing cases were the reduced test suites killed only one or two mutants less, which is still a comparable result to the number of mutants killed by the entire test suite. we have shown that according to our test selection algorithm, in most cases more than 99% of the entire test suite is discarded. Thus, for most changes only a handful of tests need to be rerun. We identified three outliers in the case of PMD. Two of these outliers can be explained due to the fact that the selected class is actually an enum with hundreds of references in the rest of the project. The third outlier is a class named AbstractNode, which serves as the base class for 199 concrete node classes.
RQ2 What is the precision and recall of our approach?
We have shown in Section IV-B that we reach high precision scores: on average 0.87 for Cruisecontrol and 0.83 for PMD. This implies that only 13% and 17% of the selected tests are irrelevant, when compared against the baseline obtained via dynamic analysis. The recall values are a bit lower for Cruisecontrol (with an average of 0.77) and much lower for PMD (with an average of 0.58). This means that for Cruisecontrol 23% of the tests that are relevant according to the dynamic analysis were found to be irrelevant with our change-based test selection. For PMD on the other hand almost half of the relevant tests are missing from our reduced test sets. Whether this is adequate remains an open question: since the build process involves a retest all anyway, there is a safety net in place which catches those defects not detected by the reduced subset. For some systems, this safety net will be used half of the time.
RQ3 How many mutants does the reduced test suite kill? In
Section IV-C we have shown that in 88% of the reduced test suites for Cruisecontrol and 50% of the reduced test suites for PMD kill the same amount of mutants as the complete test suite.The other 12% and 50% however are cases where the reduced test suites killed fewer mutants than the whole test suite. Although we can still put this in perspective: these reduced test suites kill on average 23.8% (for Cruisecontrol) and 29.8% (for PMD) less mutants. This image is a bit warped as the total number of mutants introduced varies between 2 and 179. There are a few cases where we miss a high percentage of a low amount of mutants (e.g. 100% of 2 mutants) which increases the average. To counter this we can look at a weighted average of the percentage fewer mutants killed, using the total number of mutants as weight. We then find for Cruisecontrol and PMD, a weighted average of respectively 12.3% and 23.9 % less mutants killed. The fact that some reduced test sets kill fewer mutants means that in we missed some relevant test cases. This is also confirmed by the lower recall values. In fact when we look at the cases where less mutants were killed we can also find a low value for the recall of those reduced test sets. In the other direction this is not necessarily true. A low recall value does not indicate that there will be a lower number of mutants killed as several tests might be able to kill the same mutants. The fact that for some classes we kill less mutants and have a lower recall can be explained by a number of factors. A general observation is that this can be explained due to the fact that some language constructions can not yet be modeled in our change model. These missing constructs include invocations of class constructors, as well as invocations of polymorphic methods, abstract methods or methods declared in interfaces.
A common example in the PMD case is the invocation of a visit method in the JavaParserVisitor interface. This interface has many implementations, one example is the DataFlowFacade class, which invokes the following method in the ASTCompilationUnit. It is clear that this method is invoked from the test class, but there is a link missing between the method declared in the interface and the actual implementation in the DataFlowFacade class. Any method invoked from the actual implementation will be missing a relevant test.
Similar examples can be found for invocations of abstract methods and methods that overload a method declared in a superclass.
Another issue with finding relevant tests in PMD is that this project uses polymorphism in its test classes as well. As such we can find the class AbstractRendererTst to be a relevant test for a number of classes, but it will be harder to find any of its subclasses to be a relevant test.
B. Threats to Validity
We now identify factors that may jeopardize the validity of our results and the actions we took to reduce or alleviate the risk. Consistent with the guidelines for case studies research (see [24] , [25] ) we organize them into four categories.
Construct validity -do we measure what was intended:
We evaluated the reduced test suites with three criteria, the size of the reduction, the accuracy of the tool via precision and recall and the fault detection ability of the reduced test suites measured through the number of mutants killed. There are however other criteria that can be used to evaluate test selection algorithm, e.g., test coverage, inclusion.
Internal validity -are there unknown factors which might affect outcome of the experiment: The change model currently does not include polymorphism or constructor invocations, which leads to relevant tests being omitted erroneously. We can improve the results by incorporating these language constructs in the change model. A method invocation will then not only be invocationally dependent on the method that is being invoked but also on every polymorphic variation of this method. This will improve recall, at the expense of precision.
External validity -to what extent is it possible to generalize the findings:
In this study we investigated two cases: Cruisecontrol and PMD. We chose them to be sufficiently different, yet, with only two datapoints, we cannot claim that our results generalise to other systems.
Reliability -is the result dependent on the tools: In this paper we relied on tools of our own making as well as some external tools. Our ChEOPSJ tool is implemented as an Eclipse plugin and relies on Eclipse's internal java model; it also uses ChangeDistiller, both of which can be considered to be reliable external tools. Our dynamic analysis is performed using a simple aspect that we wrote ourselves in AspectJ and which we thoroughly tested. The mutation experiment is performed using an external tool PIT, which is still actively being developed and improved, but which can be considered reliable.
VI. RELATED WORK
Regression test selection is a problem that has been investigated intensely over the last decade as demonstrated in the systematic literature review conducted by Engström et al. [11] , [26] . It is an interesting problem from a practical point of view because it results in significant savings on the time to execute the regression test suite, hence lessens the pressure right before a software release [21] . From a research point of view it is equally interesting as it results in interesting trade-offs: the costs of selecting and executing test cases versus the need to achieve sufficient detection ability. Two studies in particular inspired the experimental set-up in this paper, as they compared different regression test selection techniques using a predefined set of criteria. Mansour et al. investigated algorithms such as simulated annealing, reduction, slicing, dataflow and firewall and compared them using criteria like number of selected test cases, execution time, precision, inclusiveness, preprocessing requirements, type of maintenance, level of testing, and type of approach [12] . Graves et al. compared a representative algorithm for four categories of techniques: minimization, dataflow, safe, random and retest all using criteria like the test size reduction and fault detection effectiveness [13] .
Developer Tests. However, with the advent of agile processes and their emphasis on test-driven development [27] and continuous integration [28] , the nature of the test selection problem has changed significantly. In particular the line between unit/integration and regression testing is blurred; some authors explicitly use the term "developer tests" to refer to this grey zone [2] . This has an impact on the following characteristics. Process: Regression testing is traditionally a separate activity scheduled after unit and integration testing but before acceptance testing. With developer tests, it is an activity tightly interwoven with the build-and release process. Automation: While automation has always been a key enabler for efficient regression testing some degree of manual scenario testing is often tolerated. With developer tests, "self testing code" is a necessary prerequisite. Coverage: Regression tests are designed to maximize the chance of exposing regression bugs; hence mainly use black-box coverage criteria. With developer tests, the coverage criteria depend on the focus of a particular test case, mixing black-box and white-box criteria. These three dimensions together illustrate why it is worthwhile to revisit the test selection problem in the context of developer tests, yet that the criteria used to assess the solution should be interpreted differently. The process dimension implies that developer tests run more frequently, hence that the test size reduction (as an indicator for speed) is a highly relevant criterion. On the other hand, the fully automated tests imply that a safe selection is not required: we can afford to miss a few relevant tests as long as the complete test suite is executed regularly serving as a safety net. Finally, the mixture of black-and white-box coverage criteria, implies that we should look beyond traditional coverage metrics (branch coverage, statement coverage, . . . ) to assess the fault detection effectiveness, for instance by comparing the number of mutants killed [23] .
Test selection heuristics. Given that the nature of the test selection problem has changed significantly, some authors have investigated heuristics to recover test-to-code traceability links. In earlier research, we exploited naming conventions, fixture element types, the static call graph, last call before assert, lexical analysis and co-evolution [29] . Qusef et al. compared against these heuristics with their tool SCOTCH, which exploits dynamic slicing and conceptual coupling [30] . These heuristics work surprisingly well, however not in all cases. Weijers for instance has shown that naming conventions are not reliable because some developer tests serve more like integration tests, testing multiple methods of multiple classes [31] .
Integration with the IDE. The goal of developer testing is to provide rapid feedback to the individual developer, hence tight integration with the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is critically important. Saff and Ernst have proposed continuous testing [32] , which, similarly to background compilation in the IDE, enables ultra-short feedback cycles. However, Saff and Ernst also report that in order to make continuous testing feasible, test selection techniques should be incorporated. Hurdugaci and Zaidman have developed TestNForce, a Visual Studio plug-in that links changes in production code to the tests that cover the changed pieces of production code [33] . Ideas like these are making the transition from the state-of-the-art towards the state-of-the practice: Microsoft has incorporated the "Test Impact Analysis" feature in Visual Studio.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the advent of agile processes and their emphasis on test-driven development and continuous integration, obtaining rapid feedback from executing a suite of developer tests remains a challenge. Given the size of the complete test suite, it is impractical to perform a "retest all" after each and every change. Hence, the problem is to select an appropriate subset of the complete test suite covering the most recent changes with sufficient detection ability. Inspired by previous research on test selection, we have investigated whether changes in the base-code can serve as a reliable indicator for identifying which developer tests need to be re-executed.
Our results show that, given a list of methods which changed since the latest commit, it is feasible to exploit control flow dependencies to select a subset of the entire test suite which is significantly smaller. The selected subset is not safe as it occasionally misses a few relevant tests, however it is adequate especially since the complete test suite will be executed as part of the integration build anyway. To assess the significance of the reduction and the detection ability of this subset, we turn to the subsidiary research questions: RQ1 What is the size reduction of the unit test suite in the face of a particular change operation? If a developer changes a single method, the test selection algorithm reduces in 75% of the cases the subset to approximately 1% of the complete test suite; in most cases this corresponds with a single unit-test. There are a few outliers however, yet in the worst-case the reduction is still 17% corresponding to 37 test cases out of 215.
RQ2 What is the precision and recall of our approach?
For half of the method-level changes, the test selection algorithm identifies the exact subset of tests covering those changes. For the remaining half, the algorithm selects few irrelevant test cases, however misses a lot of the relevant ones. This is quite dependent on the implementation however: methods exhibiting polymorphism have multiple possible targets and then the test selection becomes less adequate. Parts of the PMD design relies heavily on template methods and in those cases the test selection missed up to 35 out of 42 test cases.
RQ3 How many mutants does the reduced test suite kill?
Here as well, we observe that this is quite dependent on the implementation. In at least half of the cases (9 out of 10 in Cruisecontrol, 1 out of 2 in PMD), the selected subset kills exactly the same number of mutants. In the remaining cases, there are very few mutants who survive, typically 1 out of 5. There are a few outliers however (in the worst case 43 mutants survived out of 78), which again can be explained by the use of polymorphism.
Contributions. Over the course of this research, we have made the following contributions:
• We have implemented a tool prototype named ChEOPSJ serving as an experimental platform for conducting feasibility studies with first-class representation of changes in Java.
• We have demonstrated how this platform can be used to deduce which developer tests need to be re-executed when a given method has changed.
• We applied the prototype on two cases -PMD and CruiseControl -to assess the savings on reducing the test suite versus the ability to detect regression faults.
• We have demonstrated that it is feasible to use methodlevel changes to select a subset of a large test suite which is significantly smaller yet is adequate for identifying regression faults.
Future work. There is a large body of knowledge on test selection techniques in the context of regression testing. Some of this work will have to be re-examined against the changing context of developer tests. In particular, we aim to address the following questions. Are more elaborate test selection algorithms worthwhile? In literature more elaborate test selection techniques based on dataflow and slicing are documented. Hence it is worthwhile to see whether these techniques achieve better results.
What are acceptable thresholds for precision, recall and surviving mutations survived? In this paper, we used these measures as indicators for the fault detection ability of the reduced test suite. We observed that for many changes the reduced test set is perfectly safe. However, in some cases the reduced test set does not expose defects and then the question is when this reduced test set is adequate. Acceptable thresholds still need to be defined probably on the basis of field studies with realistic projects.
What is the real significance of test selection in the context of developer tests ? Will developers be more inclined to run their developer tests more frequently with test selection enabled? Will this result in fewer (regression) faults later in the life-cycle? We see it as a challenge to perform field studies with real project teams to get insight here.
